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by Allison Hester, Editor
In mid-March, I joined alongside
approximately 45 contractors and vendors from
across the country to learn the in’s and out’s
of parking garage cleaning from Jim Gamble,
a.k.a. “The Garage Doctor,” of Crystal Cleaning
Company.
Day 1: In the Classroom
The event began on Tuesday morning in
the hotel’s meeting room. “Dodge lined the
conference room with beautiful, heavy-duty
trucks. They were incredibly work ready,
loaded with style and comfort,” said Jim Lewis
of Underpressure Powerwashers, Inc. “Hydro
Tek parked an awesome rig next to the trucks,
making you dream of the combination of the
two being yours – a perfect fit.”
Tuesday was an in-the-classroom day,
and kicked off with John Tornabene of
Clean County Powerwashing in Long Island,
NY, and Linda Ruth Tossetti (Babe Ruth’s
Granddaughter) speaking on following your
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Photos: Above (Left to Right) Linda Ruth Tossetti, Jim
Gamble (a.k.a. “The Garage Doctor”) and eClean Editor
Allison Hester atop the Rio Hotel in Las Vegas.
Below: Linda Ruth Tossetti and John Tornabene (right)
presented Nigel Griffith of Griff’s Services witth a plaque of
appreciation.
Bottom of this page: Participants introduce themselves at
the opening of the meeting.
Next Page: Equipment demonstrations and garage
cleaning walk through photos.
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dreams. Other speakers included Nigel
Griffith of Griff’s Services, who spoke on
environmentally-safe flatwork cleaning,
Robert Hinderliter who covered environmental
regulation changes, and later his son Michael
Hinderliter, who spoke on Nine Tips to Help
Manage the Growth of Your Business.
The full-day of learning ended with a twohour talk by Gamble, who covered the in’s and out’s
of parking garage cleaning. His presentation included
a variety of topics, from working with environmental
regulators, to a side-by-side comparison of different
cleaning products.
“What brought me to Vegas was the interest in learning
about environmentally safe garage cleaning from someone
who has had more exposure to it than anyone else I know
in the industry,” said Lewis. “That would be Jim Gamble.”
Day Two – In the Garage
Wednesday was the most highly anticipated day, when
attendees were supposed to clean an actual garage using the
latest and best equipment from participating vendors. The
planning had been a nightmare, as two locations backed out
earlier in the month.
Then on Tuesday, the event committee members learned that
the parking garage owners had failed to clear the top deck and
the one directly beneath it where the cleaning was supposed
to take place. Then late Tuesday afternoon, the garage owners
decided Gamble needed to significantly increase the amount of
insurance he was carrying. (Note that this location had already
required Gamble to increase his insurance the Friday before
the event began, and Gamble had scrambled to meet the
changes. This time, the amount of insurance they required
more than doubled and there was no time to get it done.)
So Wednesday morning, while each of the participating
vendors – which included Hydro Tek, Steel Eagle and
Cyclone – talked about the equipment they brought, the
event committee was searching for last minute alternatives
and options. Ultimately, they decided to just try to make
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Photos: (Left) Steel Eagle (top)
and Hydro Tek (bottom) each
gave away hose reels to one
lucky winner.
Right: Committee members John
Tornabene, Robert Hinderliter,
Jim Gamble and Nigel Griffith
stand with members of Nevada’s
Dept. of Conservation &
Natural Resources, Division of
Enviromental Protection Agency,
including presenter Clifford
Lawson (center).

the best out of the
situation, and most
gotten the answers they needed.
participants agreed
it ultimately worked
Thursday
out fine.
Day three featured a special presentation,
The afternoon
followed
by a Q&A session, by Clifford
was spent on the
M. Lawson of Nevada’s Department of
top lot of the hotel’s
Conservation and Environmental Resources,
parking deck.
Division of EPA . During the talk, ???
Participants studied
explained that his role is to “protect the waters
the equipment while
of the U.S. and State” – period. Therefore,
vendors answered
everything implemented by his department had
all their questions.
to keep this goal in mind.
(Note that Cyclone
Essentially, the take away from Lawson’s
was able to run
talk was the contractors needed to work
their machines.) “Some of the manufacturers
with their local AHJ’s (Authorities Having
brought equipment that I had no idea was on
Jurisdiction) to create acceptable best
the market. I was very impressed!” said Lewis.
management practices (BMPs). “They (AHJs)
“We didn’t need a whole level of the garage
are not the enemy. They are here to help,” he
cleaned to do what we needed to get done. The
explained.
vendors were able to give us a longer look at
Thursday officially ended early, but
the tools of the trade and a quick run through
participants continued to network throughout
of their abilities, along with an open Q&A
the day and evening, adding to the overall
forum for each item on display.”
value of the event.
“Not being able to actually clean wasn’t a
“Everybody that I talked with was super
problem at all,” said Jim Jenkins, owner of
friendly
and helpful,” Jenkins concluded.
Hydroclean, which is based in Springfield,
“As is the case with most of these types of
Missouri. “ I thought that they did a good job
events the
recovering from that little curve ball that was
networking
thrown out there at the last minute.”
factor is
After a couple of hours of networking with
probably
vendors, Gamble took the group to the deck
one of
below, where he walked the class through the
the most
garage. There he covered the cleaning process
helpful.
step-by-step, drawing attention to things to
You learn
look for and watch out for.
as much at
That evening, I went to dinner with three
the dinner
contractors who had each traveled quite a ways
table as
to participate. When I asked if the event had
in the
been worth attending despite the day’s setback,
meeting
they quickly answered “yes.” Each had come
room.”
with a specific goal in mind, and each had
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